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Postgraduate Research Students are required to submit an electronic version of their thesis as part of the PGR
examination process. Electronic submission is.

The vast majority of students choose softback channel binding as the cost is significantly lower, especially if
corrections may be required, and it is faster. It can be easily unbound by us using the correct equipment to
allow re-use of the pages for hardback binding. The University regulations do allow multiple volumes and
double sided printed; please check with your supervisor or Graduate School office for their recommendation.
Few of those factors the review board, rejection rates, frequency of inclusion in indexes, Eigenfactor, etc. To
be honest, the answer is NO. If you are not able to check the printing prior to binding then we will only accept
the job on the basis that you accept full responsibility for the printing. You are required to select your
preferred access level for your final eThesis when completing examination submission. You will be able to
complete resubmission even if your supervisor has not yet approved your final eThesis access level. You can
request any template and we'll have it up and running within a matter of 3 working days. The reason for this is
that we will not necessarily be able to tell if there is problem with the printout and you will not be able to
check it before it is bound and submitted. Open Access OA means that items of scholarly work are made
available online, in a digital format, at no charge to the reader and with limited restrictions on re-use. Metal
Channel binding has a black spine with a choice of covers and is suitable for up to sheets. The University
introduced its Publications Policy in April , which applies to all students and employees of the University.
Channel binding is very quick, clean and easy; 2 or 3 lettered theses can be produced in less than 10 minutes.
It is impossible to say how long this will take, only that it will get busier as we approach a deadline. If you
send a cheque, we have to wait for it to clear before releasing your work. We can also offer Traditional Hard
binding. These can also be produced the same day subject to workload. The number of sheets quoted is for
standard 80gsm paper and is approximate. The University's Presentation of Theses policy requires that all final
Postgraduate Research eTheses are made Open Access no longer than 12 months after submission, unless an
exception to the policy is required for reasons of sponsorship or sensitive content. If you're not in Manchester
If you are away from Manchester and are unable to return to submit your thesis, you may find it difficult
finding someone locally to channel bind your work. If paying by card, please ensure that you tell us: Name of
the cardholder Long card number across the middle of the card Expiry date If Maestro Switch or Solo: issue
number or start date CVV2 security code - the last 3 digits printed on the signature strip Please also provide a
daytime telephone number in case of problems. Submitting your eThesis Submitting your eThesis
Postgraduate Research Students are required to submit an electronic version of their thesis as part of the PGR
examination process. Initial submission - pre Viva For the initial submission of your thesis, the University will
accept either hardback or softback binding. The submission window in the eThesis Submission System will
close three days before the final submission deadline to allow time for printing and binding paper copies from
the submitted eThesis. Depending on the recommendations of your examiners, you may be required to
complete resubmission of your eThesis. Your supervisor will consider this in light of the University policy and
requirements of your eThesis, and either approve or override your preferred access level. Once you complete
examination submission of your eThesis, your supervisor will be notified of your preferred access level for
your final eThesis. Open Access What is Open Access? You can find the request box in the Journal Gallery on
the right sidebar under the heading, "Couldn't find the format you were looking for? You can also request or
upvote any feature that you think might be helpful for you and the research community in the feature request
section once you sign-up with us. For a guide to how long this process will take, consider this: You post it to
us from within the UK, first class on day 1 We receive it on day 2 and bind the same day It is collected by the
Internal Post service on day 3 Your thesis is delivered to your department on day 4 If you require hardback
binding, this will add two-three days to the above process. I cannot find my template in your gallery, can you
create it? It can be done faster subject to a surcharge. We'll soon release a desktop version.


